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The best gardens are the secret gardens. The ones far off the well-traveled path, hidden behind a vine- entangled fence, chanced upon in the
most unexpected of places. The Secret Garden is an invitation to twelve serene and secluded retreats: a lily-covered pond engulfed in layers
of greenery; a bench beckoning from beneath the fiery red canopy of a Japanese Maple; behind a wrought-iron gate, a glimpse of a flowery
oasis. Each of these verdant sanctuaries makes the bustle and noise of the outside world fall away and encourages quiet contemplation.
Engaging text and delightful garden quotes enhance the images.
A patio, covered courtyard or veranda marries the flair of interior design with the themes of outdoor life. Here journalists from "Elle Decor
magazine have traveled the world over to bring you many exquisite examples of decorating out-of-doors as you begin to realize your own
exterior fantasies. Beautiful and charming outdoor settings are displayed throughout "Patios and Verandas, introducing a vast array of options
for transforming your outdoor space into a haven for your own personal delight. Includes a complete back index with all of the best resources
for turning your dreams into reality.
When Lily climbs out of her flower for the very first time, she is keen to explore and make friends, but where to start? As she glances around
she spies a special poem, written on a leafy scroll, offering clues to help her explore Flower Fairyland and reach the Secret Garden. Flutter
with her as she finds new friends to help her solve the riddles and travel with her through the enchanted door to the most beautiful place in all
Flower Fairyland. This beautiful gift book contains different pop-ups on each spread.
AHS Book Award winner This lushly-photographed reference is an important moment in horticulture that will be embraced by anyone looking
for a better, smarter way to garden. Larry Weaner is an icon in the world of ecological landscape design, and now his revolutionary approach
is available to all gardeners. Garden Revolution shows how an ecological approach to planting can lead to beautiful gardens that buck much
of conventional gardening’s counter-productive, time-consuming practices. Instead of picking the wrong plant and then constantly tilling,
weeding, irrigating, and fertilizing, Weaner advocates for choosing plants that are adapted to the soil and climate of a specific site and letting
them naturally evolve over time. Allowing the plants to find their own niches, to spread their seed around until they find the microclimate and
spot that suits them best, creates a landscape that is vibrant, dynamic, and gorgeous year after year.
This JDM coloring book features multiple view perspective renders of vehicles to color. Ideal for kids and adults to color or anyone that is a
fan of vehicles from Japan! What's inside this JDM car coloring book: - 45 pictures of JDM cars to color - Dimensions: 8.5 x 11 inches Printed single-sided to avoid bleed-through - Detail renders and multiple perspective shots of cars
Painting can be so much more than a mere hobby - it can be a vehicle transforming your mind, body, and spirit! Painting and bravely
embracing the challenges of creativity sparks a revolution that involves heart, creativity, courage, and trust! Artistic pursuits such as painting
have the power to soothe, heal, and connect a person to their truest self. For author Flora Bowley, making art and expressing herself
creatively have always served as potent forms of personal evolution and holistic healing. Creative Revolution is the reader's key to unlocking
the door to their own personal journey while making beautiful art. Creative Revolution is the culmination of Flora's life's work as an artist,
offering guidance for others to embrace their authentic selves through paint. She has taught more than sixty workshops since she wrote her
first book, Brave Intuitive Painting, and has witnessed miraculous things when people engage with the intuitive painting process. Creative
Revolution is the next best thing to taking a course from Flora. Many readers and students can't help but exclaim, "This was about so much
more than painting!" After reading Creative Revolution, readers will have a deeper connection to their intuition, increased confidence to make
bolder choices, freedom to let go and explore various options, an understanding that everything is transformable, the trust that it will all work
out in the end, and a renewed sense that creating can be fun and playful. All of this powerful transformation begins with paint. Flora has been
writing and reflecting on these transformational aspects of the creative process for years. Creative Revolution is an insightful and practical
guide for realizing the transformational power of fully embracing your creativity.
The gripping story of a chemical weapons catastrophe, the cover-up, and how one American Army doctor’s discovery led to the development
of the first drug to combat cancer, known today as chemotherapy. On the night of December 2, 1943, the Luftwaffe bombed a critical Allied
port in Bari, Italy, sinking seventeen ships and killing over a thousand servicemen and hundreds of civilians. Caught in the surprise air raid
was the John Harvey, an American Liberty ship carrying a top-secret cargo of 2,000 mustard bombs to be used in retaliation if the Germans
resorted to gas warfare. When one young sailor after another began suddenly dying of mysterious symptoms, Lieutenant Colonel Stewart
Alexander, a doctor and chemical weapons expert, was dispatched to investigate. He quickly diagnosed mustard gas exposure, but was
overruled by British officials determined to cover up the presence of poison gas in the devastating naval disaster, which the press dubbed
"little Pearl Harbor." Prime Minister Winston Churchill and General Dwight D. Eisenhower acted in concert to suppress the truth, insisting the
censorship was necessitated by military security. Alexander defied British port officials and heroically persevered in his investigation. His final
report on the Bari casualties was immediately classified, but not before his breakthrough observations about the toxic effects of mustard on
white blood cells caught the attention of Colonel Cornelius P. Rhoads—a pioneering physician and research scientist as brilliant as he was
arrogant and self-destructive—who recognized that the poison was both a killer and a cure, and ushered in a new era of cancer research led
by the Sloan Kettering Institute. Meanwhile, the Bari incident remained cloaked in military secrecy, resulting in lost records, misinformation,
and considerable confusion about how a deadly chemical weapon came to be tamed for medical use. Deeply researched and beautifully
written, The Great Secret is the remarkable story of how horrific tragedy gave birth to medical triumph.
Even the simplest dish becomes something special when herbs are included. And herbs don't add fat or calories! Just flavor.

- Official Secret Garden Calendar 2021, 12 Months January 2021 Through December 2021 - THE PERFECT GIFT FOR Secret
Garden LOVER - The Secret Garden 12 Months January 2021 Through December 2021 Calendar is the perfect Christmas
stocking filler for Secret Garden lover! Including quality images of Secret Garden doing hilarious things, this calendar will bring a
smile to whoever receives it! - STAY ON THE TOP OF YOUR LIFE - When life gets busy, and it seems so hard to keep track of all
the important dates in your life and manage your time. Our beautiful calendar can help you become more efficient and you can
control your own life with the help of our calendar. Live your own life and become a better version of yourself with this calendar! HIGH QUALITY PHOTOGRAPHS - The 25 pages with the best pictures are a definite conversation starter, make your calendar
stand out in your home with this unique Secret Garden calendar, it definitely brings the fun personality of these Secret Garden to
your home. - BEST QUALITY MATERIALS (LARGE 8.5" x 8.5" size) - With colour and glossy cover, this calendar uses the highest
quality paper to give you the best calendar. Pages are 8.5" x 8.5". - Don't wait until the last minute and miss out. Start enjoying
your January 2021 Through December 2021 Secret Garden Calendar TODAY! - Please Note: This is not a wall calendar, It will be
a lovely addition to your home/office desk.
Leading landscape photographers Diane Cook and Len Jenshel present Wise Trees—a stunning photography book containing
more than 50 historical trees with remarkable stories from around the world. Supported by grants from the Expedition Council of
the National Geographic Society, Cook and Jenshel spent two years traveling to fifty-nine sites across five continents to
photograph some of the world’s most historic and inspirational trees. Trees, they tell us, can live without us, but we cannot live
without them. Not only do trees provide us with the oxygen we breathe, food gathered from their branches, and wood for both fuel
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and shelter, but they have been essential to the spiritual and cultural life of civilizations around the world. From Luna, the Coastal
Redwood in California that became an international symbol when activist Julia Butterfly Hill sat for 738 days on a platform nestled
in its branches to save it from logging, to the Bodhi Tree, the sacred fig in India that is a direct descendent of the tree under which
Buddha attained enlightenment, Cook and Jenshel reveal trees that have impacted and shaped our lives, our traditions, and our
feelings about nature. There are also survivor trees, including a camphor tree in Nagasaki that endured the atomic bomb, an
American elm in Oklahoma City, and the 9/11 Survivor Tree, a Callery pear at the 9/11 Memorial. All of the trees were carefully
selected for their role in human dramas. This project both reflects and inspires awareness of the enduring role of trees in nurturing
and sheltering humanity. Photographers, environmentalists, history buffs, and nature-lovers alike will appreciate the extraordinary
stories found within the pages of Wise Trees!
* Photographer and longtime Japan resident captures stunning images of Japan's many UNESCO World Heritage sites* Stunning
full-color photographs* Preface by Pico IyerAuthor and photographer John Lander takes the magnificent UNESCO World Heritage
sites of Japan as a starting point for exploring the country's architecture, history, customs and festivals. Lander, who has lived in
Japan for 35 years, traveled to almost all the country's UNESCO sites: from well-known places like Mount Fuji to hidden temple
gardens and hard-to-reach wild islands. This book also includes cultural elements listed as intangible world heritage, providing
intimate portraits of Japanese cuisine, crafts and performance arts. With a lyrical preface by Pico Iyer and illustrated with over 180
full-color photographs, World Heritage Japan is Lander's personal photographic tribute to a diverse and ancient culture - a
stunning visual journey across Japan.
Love is in the air with another irresistible photographic story of wild squirrels in homemade miniature settings, delighting readers
and animal lovers of all ages. A companion to The Secret Life of Squirrels and Merry Christmas, Squirrels! sure to surprise and
enchant readers young and old! Mr. Peanuts spends his days climbing trees and gathering nuts--but he wishes he had another
squirrel to share his time with. When he meets a special squirrel friend, he soon finds himself falling in love! They visit the
bookstore, go to the park, and have a romantic candlelit dinner. Will Mr. Peanuts get his happily ever after?
Learn how to craft breathtaking fairy homes exclusively from elements found in nature, step by step, from master fairy house
architect Sally J. Smith—photos of dozens of her magical miniature creations provide abundant inspiration for crafters and fantasy
fanciers interested in a creative challenge. Imagine a fairy home that has dragonfly wings as stained-glass windows, twigs for
window frames, birch bark for walls, and dried mushrooms for shingles—with Fairy Houses, you can create one in your own garden.
Browse gorgeous photographs of fairy houses in nature, then: Design your home following the outlined steps Gather tools and
materials Create magical fairy house components, including intricately detailed doors and windows Put it all together to create your
own unique fairy house Add lighting and interiors Add finishing touches, like a bark roof covering or a stone pathway The final
chapter gives step-by-step photo instructions on how to construct two different fairy homes. Both an inspiring gallery of art and a
practical how-to guide, Fairy Houses will open new doors of creativity for you as you are transported to the magical realm where
fairies live.
A welcoming drawing guide for creating beautiful worlds and wondrous wildlife from bestselling artist Johanna Basford Through
her bestselling coloring books and distinctive illustrations, Johanna Basford’s beautiful forests, ocean depths, and hidden magical
kingdoms have enchanted millions of people around the world. In this lovely and accessible guide, she shares the fun, simple, noskills-needed secrets to creating your own wondrous realms through fanciful, expressive line drawing. With step-by-step exercises,
inspiring prompts, and still plenty of pages to color, you’ll be free to let your creativity run wild. How to Draw Inky Wonderlands
invites you to develop your personal drawing style and master creating marvelous creatures and landscapes using only the pen or
pencil in your hand and the wildest reaches of your imagination.
The farm-to-table tradition lived passionately by Claude Monet beckons one to take a culinary journey in his footsteps. Written by
filmmaker Aileen Bordman and garden writer Derek Fell, the book shares sixty recipes linked to Monet's two-acre kitchen garden
near his home at Giverny, France. Included is detailed information about the vegetables he grew, plus exquisite photographs and
descriptions of the house interiors and gardens capturing Monet's extraordinary lifestyle; French tips for entertaining; as well as
recipes inspired by his cooking journals and places he visited. Aileen Bordman is the creator and producer of the acclaimed
documentary film titled Monet's Palate: A Gastronomic View from the Garden. She has been immersed in the world of Claude
Monet since 1980 and has more than 35 years of firsthand experience at Monet's home and gardens. She lives in just outside of
New York City in New Jersey. Derek Fell writer and photographer, is the author of two books on Monet, The Magic of Monet's
Garden and Secret's of Monet's Garden. He has a strong following as America's most widely published garden writer. His books
on gardening, travel and art have been published worldwide and total more than 2.5 million in print. He divides his time between
Bucks County, Pennsylvania, and Sanibel Island, Florida.
The multi-million bestselling novel about a young girl's journey towards healing and the transforming power of love, from the awardwinning author of The Invention of Wings and The Book of Longings Set in South Carolina in 1964, The Secret Life of Bees tells
the story of Lily Owens, whose life has been shaped around the blurred memory of the afternoon her mother was killed. When
Lily's fierce-hearted black "stand-in mother," Rosaleen, insults three of the deepest racists in town, Lily decides to spring them both
free. They escape to Tiburon, South Carolina--a town that holds the secret to her mother's past. Taken in by an eccentric trio of
black beekeeping sister, Lily is introduced to their mesmerizing world of bees and honey, and the Black Madonna. This is a
remarkable novel about divine female power, a story that women will share and pass on to their daughters for years to come.
“Atkinson and Jewell invite each of us to reimagine one’s connection to the land while cultivating nature close to home. A must-read for
anyone searching for inspired solutions for designing or refining a garden.” —founder of Pass the Pistil From windswept deserts to misty
seaside hills and verdant valleys, the natural landscapes of the American West offer an astounding variety of climates for gardens. Under
Western Skies reveals thirty-six of the most innovative designs—all embracing and celebrating the very soul of the land on which they grow.
For the gardeners featured here, nature is the ultimate inspiration rather than something to be dominated, and Under Western Skies shows
the strong connection each garden has with its place. Packed with Atkinson’s stunning photographs and illuminated by Jewell’s deep
interest in the relationships between people and the spaces they inhabit, Under Western Skies offers page after page of encouraging
ingenuity and inventive design for passionate gardeners who call the West home.
Learn how to buy, style, and present seasonal flower arrangements for every occasion. With sections on tools, flower care, and design
techniques, Floret Farm's A Year in Flowers presents all the secrets to arranging garden-fresh bouquets. Featuring expert advice from Erin
Benzakein, world-renowned flower farmer, floral designer, and bestselling author of Floret Farm: Cut Flower Garden, this book is a gorgeous
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and comprehensive guide to everything you need to make your own incredible arrangements all year long, whether harvesting flowers from
the backyard or shopping for blooms at the market. • Includes an A–Z flower guide with photos and care tips for more than 200 varieties. •
Simple-to-follow advice on flower care, material selection, and essential design techniques • More than 25 how-to projects, including
magnificent centerpieces, infinitely giftable posies, festive wreaths, and breathtaking bridal bouquets Floret Farm's A Year in Flowers offers
advice on every phase of working with cut flowers—including gardening, buying, caring for, and arranging fresh flowers. Brimming with
indispensable tips and hundreds of vibrant photographs, this book is an invitation to live a flower-filled life and perfect for anyone who loves
flowers. • The definitive guide to flower arranging from the biggest star in the farm-to-centerpiece movement • Perfect for flower lovers, avid
and novice gardeners, floral designers, wedding planners, florists, small farmers, stylists, designers, crafters, and those passionate about the
local floral movement • For those who loved Floret Farm's Cut Flower Garden by Erin Benzakein, The Flower Recipe Book by Alethea
Harampolis, Seasonal Flower Arranging by Ariella Chezar, and The Flower Chef by Carly Cylinder
«???????????? ???» – ??????? ???????? ??? ????????? ???? ?????????, ????????? ?????????? ??????? ??????? ???????, ????? ? ??????
???????? ??????? ????? ? ????? ????. ???? ???????, ???????? ? ??????????? ???? ??????? ?????, ??????? ????????? ? ?????,
???????????? ? ??????, ?? ?????????? ? ????-?????????? ? ??? ????????. ?????? ???? ????????? ? ?????????? ????????, ? ???? ????????
??????????? ??????, ? ???? ???? ?????? ????? ????????, ? ??? ????? ??????? ???????????? ????????? ???, ??????????? ??????, ???? ?
??????? ??????-?? ????????. ??????? ???? ? ???????? ??????, ??????? ???????? ??????. ?? ??? ????? ?????? ???? ?????????? ?????? ?
????? ?? ????? ??, ??? ????????? ??? ?????????.. ???????, ??? ?? ???????????? ?????? ? ????????...
"Return to the Secret Garden and enjoy the wonder of childhood and the magic of friendship in this sequel that is sure to warm the hearts of
young readers everywhere"—Shelf Awareness As she turned it the door creaked a little and opened inwards... The only friend Emmie Hatton
has ever had at the Craven Home for Orphaned Children is Lucy, the little black kitten that visits her on the fire escape every day. But when
the children of Craven Home are evacuated out of London because of the war, heartbroken Emmie is forced to leave sweet Lucy behind. The
children are sent to Misselthwaite Manor, a countryside mansion full of countless dusty rooms and a kind, if busy, staff. Emmie even finds a
gruff gardener and an inquisitive little robin that just might become new friends. And soon, in the cold, candle-lit nights at Misselthwaite,
Emmie starts discovering the secrets of the house—a boy crying at night, a diary written by a girl named Mary, and a very secret, special
garden... Return to the world of The Secret Garden with this enchanting new tale that will delight fans of the original story and new readers
alike!
Pairing Steven N Meyers x-ray photographs of flowers with new age inspirational messages. Similar to Gift of Friendship.
Zelda, a seven-year-old bulldog, is the most unlikely of supermodels, who happens to star in the Zelda Wisdom greeting card line and other
licensed products. This kit includes a 32-page booklet from her book, Zelda Wisdom, and a canine cut-out that stands up and can be dressed
in three ravishing cling-made outfits. The combination is a howl!
Super-smart Julian Calendar thinks starting junior high at a new school will mean he can shed his nerdy image-but then he meets Ben and
Greta, two secret scientists like himself! The three form a secret club, complete with a high-tech lair. There, they can work to their hearts
content on projects like the Stink-O-Meter, the Kablovsky Copter, and the Nightsneak Goggles. All that tinkering comes in handy when the trio
discovers an evil scientist's dastardly plan to rob a museum. Can three inventors, armed with their wacky creations, hope to defeat this
criminal mastermind?
It's not always easy being a LEGO® minifigure. Welcome to the wacky LEGO world, where minifigures of all sorts navigate life, love, and
leisure in miniature. Whether they are out at poker night, a first date, or group therapy, you'll find that the lives of minifigures are not so
different from our own—just without the fingers and noses. • This comic take on an iconic brand will tickle the fancy of anyone who has ever
clicked two bricks together. • Loaded with inside references and jokes for adult LEGO fans—even the title is a play on the warning label on all
LEGO products • The perfect gift for nostalgic parents who want to share a funny moment with their LEGO-loving kids LEGO Small Parts is a
look at the humorous and all-too human world of the LEGO minifigure. • Great for adult LEGO fans who are feeling nostalgic, as well as new
fans ages 10+ who are just beginning their LEGO obsession • Great for fans of books like T-Rex Trying by Hugh Murphy, Darth Vader and
Son by Jeffrey Brown, and Toy Confidential: The Secret Life of Snarky Toys by Aled Lewis
"When one of the members of The Medieval Herbalists turns up dead after finding and unlocking a garden filled with deadly plants at her
book-themed resort, Jane Steward must discover which one of her guests has a penchant for poison."--NoveList Plus.
Workman now publishes a separate full-color calendar catalog that includes detailed sales copy for all 1998 wall calendars, desk diaries.
Page-A-Day "RM" calendars, and other calendar products. Calendar titles for 1998 are listed here also and, for your convenience, can be
ordered through this catalog. Please see the order form for display information. In addition, calendars ship in August unless noted on the
order form. If you have not already received a copy of the full-color calendar catalog, please call us at: 1-800-722-7202.
Examines New York City as a paradigmatic example of the tensions between privatization and public uses of space in the contemporary U.S.
Focusing on the liberating promise of public space, The Beach Beneath the Streets examines the activist struggles of communities in New
York City—queer youth of color, gardeners, cyclists, and anti-gentrification activists—as they transform streets, piers, and vacant lots into
everyday sites for autonomy, imagination, identity formation, creativity, problem solving, and even democratic renewal. Through ethnographic
accounts of contests over New York City’s public spaces that highlight the tension between resistance and repression, Shepard and
Smithsimon identify how changes in the control of public spaces—parks, street corners, and plazas—have reliably foreshadowed elites’ shifting
designs on the city at large. With an innovative taxonomy of public space, the authors frame the ways spaces as diverse as gated enclaves,
luxury shopping malls, collapsing piers and street protests can be understood in relation to one another. Synthesizing the fifty-year history of
New York’s neoliberal transformation and the social movements which have opposed the process, The Beach Beneath the Streets captures
the dynamics at work in the ongoing shaping of urban spaces into places of repression, expression, control, and creativity. Benjamin Shepard
is Assistant Professor of Human Services at New York City College of Technology, CUNY. He is the author or editor of several books,
including White Nights and Ascending Shadows: An Oral History of the San Francisco AIDS Empidemic, and From ACT UP to the WTO:
Urban Protest and Community Building in the Era of Globalization. Gregory Smithsimon is Assistant Professor of Sociology at Brooklyn
College, CUNY.
Ever since 1759, when Voltaire wrote "Candide" in ridicule of the notion that this is the best of all possible worlds, this world has been a gayer
place for readers. Voltaire wrote it in three days, and five or six generations have found that its laughter does not grow old. "Candide" has not
aged. Yet how different the book would have looked if Voltaire had written it a hundred and fifty years later than 1759. It would have been,
among other things, a book of sights and sounds. A modern writer would have tried to catch and fix in words some of those Atlantic changes
which broke the Atlantic monotony of that voyage from Cadiz to Buenos Ayres. When Martin and Candide were sailing the length of the
Mediterranean we should have had a contrast between naked scarped Balearic cliffs and headlands of Calabria in their mists. We should
have had quarter distances, far horizons, the altering silhouettes of an Ionian island. Colored birds would have filled Paraguay with their silver
or acid cries. Dr. Pangloss, to prove the existence of design in the universe, says that noses were made to carry spectacles, and so we have
spectacles. A modern satirist would not try to paint with Voltaire's quick brush the doctrine that he wanted to expose. And he would choose a
more complicated doctrine than Dr. Pangloss's optimism, would study it more closely, feel his destructive way about it with a more learned
and caressing malice. His attack, stealthier, more flexible and more patient than Voltaire's, would call upon us, especially when his learning
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got a little out of control, to be more than patient. Now and then he would bore us. "Candide" never bored anybody except William
Wordsworth. Voltaire's men and women point his case against optimism by starting high and falling low. A modern could not go about it after
this fashion. He would not plunge his people into an unfamiliar misery. He would just keep them in the misery they were born to.
In this best-selling book Elizabeth Murray discusses the development and maintenance of Claude Monet's Giverny estate as well as Monet's
color theories, design elements, and use of light and shade. Richly illustrated with Murray's lush photographs of the present-day Giverny
gardens, Monet's Passion also offers full-color illustrations of the gardens drawn to scale and four Giverny-based garden plans that can be
executed anywhere.
Secret Garden Calendar 2022Wall Calendar - 12 Monthly 2022 Calendar 8. 5 X 8. 5Inch with Thick Paper and Bright
For the plant-obsessed woman of any age, this humorous, illustrated little book celebrates the devotion and quirky habits plants inspire. You
know you’re a crazy plant lady when watering is a hobby, you can’t resist a cute pot, and just looking at succulents and monsteras makes
you smile. This charming celebration of the plant lady lifestyle proves that plant love is the joy that keeps growing. There are sweet puns:
Aloe you vera much. Plant lady dreams: thrifting the perfect vintage mister. Relatable mantras: Every day is a good day to go plant shopping.
All featuring vibrant art by Isabel Serna throughout—plus, a bonus sheet of plant-themed stickers!
From the same ink artist and original publisher who brought you SECRET GARDEN and ENCHANTED FOREST (both international
bestsellers), comes an exciting new coloring format: the poster book. Over-sized, printed on a single side on extremely thick card stock of 400
gsm, and easy to pull out for framing, SECRET GARDEN: THE ARTIST'S EDITION provides larger spaces for an easier coloring experience.
This poster book features 20 enlarged designs from Johanna Basford's first book, SECRET GARDEN, currently a #1 New York Times
Bestseller.

A charming, gorgeously illustrated botanical encyclopedia for your favorite romantic, local witch, bride-to-be, or green-thumbed
friend. Floriography is a full-color guide to the historical uses and secret meanings behind an impressive array of flowers and
herbs. The book explores the coded significances associated with various blooms, from flowers for a lover to flowers for an enemy.
The language of flowers was historically used as a means of secret communication. It soared in popularity during the 19th century,
especially in Victorian England and the U.S., when proper etiquette discouraged open displays of emotion. Mysterious and playful,
the language of flowers has roots in everything from the characteristics of the plant to its presence in folklore and history.
Researched and illustrated by popular artist Jessica Roux, this book makes a stunning display piece, conversation-starter, or
thoughtful gift.
An irresistible photographic story featuring wild squirrels in homemade miniature domestic settings -- taking a bath, doing laundry,
and barbecuing -- will surprise and amuse readers and animal lovers of all ages! Adorable squirrels as you've never seen them!
You may think you know what squirrels do all day...but Mr. Peanuts is no ordinary squirrel. Instead of climbing tress, he plays the
piano. ("Moonlight Sonutta" is his favorite.) Instead of scurrying through the woods, he reads books (such as A Tail of Two Cities).
But everything is more fun with company, so Mr. Peanuts writes a letter to Cousin Squirrel and invites him for a visit! Featuring
candid photographs of wild squirrels in handcrafted, homemade miniature settings, this irresistible book is sure to delight readers
young and old!
An educational toolkit for teaching phonics, consisting of a book, posters and musical CD, all of which provides for multiple options
and inputs for learning, including: visual-icons, auditory and kinesthetic motor skill manipulations, as well as a variety of dramatic
and emotive cuing-systems designed to target the affective learning domain. This "backdoor-approach" to phonemic skill
acquisition is based on current neural research on Learning & the Brain--specifically how our brains actually learn best!The Secret
Stories® primary purpose is to equip beginning (or struggling, upper grade) readers and writers, as well as their instructors, with
the tools necessary to easily and effectively crack the secret reading and writing codes that lie beyond the alphabet, and effectively
out of reach for so many learners! It is not a phonics program! Rather, it simply provides the missing pieces learners need to solve
the complex reading puzzle--one that some might never solve otherwise! The Secrets(tm) are sure to become one of the most
valuable, well-used, and constantly relied-upon teaching tools in your instructional repertoire!
A field guide to finding calm, creativity, and self-discovery through encounters with nature. A fresh perspective, an outdoor
exploration, a new adventure about to begin—How to Be A Wildflower is a book for celebrating these and other wide-open
occasions. Encouraging self-discovery through encounters with nature, beloved artist Katie Daisy brings her beautiful paintings
and lettering to this collection of things to do and make, quotes, meditations, natural history, and more. Find wonder and
inspiration in these peaceful pages, live life to the fullest, and discover the wild and free spirit within. “For pure whimsy, you just
can’t beat How to Be a Wildflower: A Field Guide by Katie Daisy. The Bend, Oregon, artist brings her beautiful paintings and
lettering to this delightful book, a collection of nature-inspired quotations, meditations, lore, and even a recipe for fresh strawberryrhubarb pie.” —Traditional Home
“An enchanting and original account of Beatrix Potter's life and her love of plants and gardening.” —Judy Taylor, vice president of
the Beatrix Potter Society There aren’t many books more beloved than The Tale of Peter Rabbit and even fewer authors as iconic
as Beatrix Potter. More than 150 million copies of her books have sold worldwide and interest in her work and life remains high.
And her characters—Peter Rabbit, Jemima Puddle Duck, and all the rest—exist in a charmed world filled with flowers and gardens.
Beatrix Potter’s Gardening Life is the first book to explore the origins of Beatrix Potter’s love of gardening and plants and show
how this passion came to be reflected in her work. The book begins with a gardener’s biography, highlighting the key moments
and places throughout her life that helped define her, including her home Hill Top Farm in England's Lake District. Next, the reader
follows Beatrix Potter through a year in her garden, with a season-by-season overview of what is blooming that truly brings her
gardens alive. The book culminates in a traveler’s guide, with information on how and where to visit Potter’s gardens today.
"Block Prints: How to Make Them is an illustrated guide written by William S. Rice. It fully details his artistic process, providing
straightforward, step-by-step solutions to the intricate challenges of block printmaking in both advanced and home-studio settings.
It was originally published in 1941. This 2019 edition is updated with an introduction and annotation by Martin Krause"-Copyright: 3d7df349eac4c97e01c7c075a864e368
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